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**Introduction**

During this powerful Mastering Your Mindset live webinar, JJ Virgin is going to teach you healthy hacks that every busy individual should know! You will learn some simple strategies that will boost your productivity, energy, endurance, health and that will help you feel better fast.

**Objectives**

At the conclusion of this lesson, you will be able to understand:

- Simple strategies for BIG impact on your productivity, energy, endurance and health
- Simple shifts in what you eat to boost your energy, and health
- The best and worst times to eat for increased productivity, energy and digestion
- Hope or Hype? What supplements you need and what to look out for
- Simple strategies that you can put into immediate action to help you feel better fast
Questions for Discussion

Name one or two strategies that will have a BIG impact on your health?

What simple shifts can you make to increase your energy?

Supplements: What do you need? What should you look out for?
Exercise: Write down two simple shifts you plan to incorporate into your life, and how you will implement them into your life.
Notes: